AFRICA RESTORATION PARTY MANIFESTO 2016-2021:
1.

Restoration of Ugandan and African Unity:
We seek to unite all the people of Africa within their homesteads, local areas,
nations and the African continent as a means to collectively and communally
alleviating POVERTY, IGNORANCE and DISEASE from Uganda and the African
Continent.
This will be achieved through

2.

a.

The African Restoration Movement: We shall register an African
Restoration Party in each and every single state of Africa and there after
form the African Restoration Movement made up of all the member
parties and states. This will form a platform for the promotion of Unity,
Prosperity and Economic advancement on the African Continent.

b.

A common Ugandan and African Language. Swahili will be promoted as a
common Ugandan and African Language because of it is already a settled
East African official language, widely spoken and the simplest African
language to teach, learn and spread.

c.

Outlaw Discrimination against Africans: We shall outlaw the use of
discriminative, divisive, disrespectful and derogatory word “black”, in
reference to any of the people of African descent.

d.

Recognition and dissemination of the African Wealth of Knowledge:
Through an integrated learning curriculum that will incorporate detailed
African History, African Medicine, African Culture and Tradition, African
Traditional Religion, African Common Language alongside the Western
Education Curriculum.

e.

Promotion of African Research: We will promote Africa oriented
Universities, Africa Medical Research Initiatives, Africa Religious, Tradition
and Cultural Research Initiatives and other related Projects to explore the
untapped potential of African resources that are presently subjected to
ruins and depletion.

Restoration of African Economic Power:

Yes; colonialists extracted gold from Africa but it is no doubt that other
nations such as the United Arab Emirates continue to do so today, without any
gain to Africa, owing to our disunity.
a.

Restoration of the African Cooperative Spirit: As Africans, we took pride in
collective and communal production initiatives, our children learnt to be
economically productive and we were able to provide the basic needs of
our households.
As a party, we seek to restore the cooperation and collective productivity
of people from the smallest family units to the national, African and
international levels. Africa’s food is the best and can feed the entire world
so even specialising in Agriculture, our strength, will go a long way to
address extreme poverty in our country and continent.

b.

Promoting an Effective African Union: Though significant attempts have
been made to promote economic unity and integration by past and present
National leaders, Africa’s journey is still hampered by especially
individualistic and personal interests of different nations and political
leaders. As a political party and pressure group, the African Restoration
Party will seek to put pressure on reigning Governments to prioritise and
ensure effective African economic integration, cooperation and production.

c.

Unfavourable International Donations: We seek to put an end to handouts
with economic and social strings attached from foreign or national
individuals, businesses or nations. We shall hence promote the economic
independence and productivity of Africa, taking a bottom up approach in
overcoming extreme poverty, ignorance, disease, under production.

d.

Stopping Brain Drain: If all people of African descent serving the
international community would be recalled to Africa for a month, the
entire world would come to a standstill. We provide most of the labour,
ideas, developments outside Africa and yet we have left our own home to
ruins. We are the reason other nations have well established political,
economic, social and other structures and yet we have none. All rich
Africans educate their children and invest in other countries, draining
Africa of any resources it could have. The African Restoration Party shall
promote appropriate education initiatives to stop the brain drain of all
educated African children to the Eastern and Western Continents.

We shall ensure that our children are given the right educational input to
keep them economically productive independently and within Uganda and
Africa.
e.

3.

Reunification of Africans: We shall promote repatriation into the African
continent, targeting all Africans by birth or descent without due regard to
race, colour or ethnicity. We shall create viable resettlement projects and
job opportunities to encourage the immigration of great men of African
origin such as Barrack Obama, Oprah Winfrey, Denzel Washington, and
Eddy Murphy among others, back into our land, along with their acquired
knowledge, experience and resources.

Restoration of Effective and Appropriate National and African Leadership:
We shall build effective political, economic, social and spiritual leadership of
Uganda and Africa through

4.

a.

Research and investigation into the most appropriate leadership structures
for Africa and the people of Africa.

b.

Reconciliation of the oppressed cultural and traditional African leaders
with the oppressive and suppressive colonial and post-colonial currently
established leadership structures.

c.

We will seek to review our local and national laws to make them
appropriate for the local, national and African promotion of justice. We will
repeal all oppressive, discriminative, and suppressive; laws, decrees and
practice against the people of Uganda and Africa.

d.

We will review and renegotiate all pre-colonial, colonial and post-colonial
agreements within and without African nations and the continent,
distancing Africa from derogative, exploitive, oppressive and other antiAfrican laws and agreements.

Restoration of Africa’s Pride.
It is not disputed historically, religiously and scientifically that all human
beings descended from Africa. Even the Bible, the most widely acceptable
historical and religious book clearly states that the creation of the world was
centred in Ethiopia (Pre-colonial Ethiopia covered the entire Southern sphere

of Africa) and Egypt (Pre-colonial Egypt covered the entire Northern sphere of
Africa). Yet Africa does not seem to have any culture, tradition, religion, and
political system, economic, medical or other knowledge that is of African
Origin.

5.

a.

The Africa Restoration Party shall research, investigate, disseminate and
ensure incorporation of African culture, religion, economic practices,
medical practices, spiritual abilities; in the African curriculum of education.

b.

We shall promote African literature, medical, historical and other research.

c.

We shall outlaw persecution and prosecution of the African Traditional
Religion believers. We shall outlaw all criminal offences limiting freedom of
worship in Africa, as long as such worship does not promote criminal
activities against humans, animals or property.

d.

We seek to outlaw ideologies, literature and other publicity that depicts
the African Race as being evil. All literature and documents that portray
Africa as evil, Satan as being Black, African Traditional Religion as being
dark magic/ black magic/ evil/ satanic will be outlawed. If Moses was in
Egypt, then he was African, then the Israelites were African and Jesus who
comes from Moses’ Lineage was African. The correct African History,
myths, culture and ideologies should and must be restored.

Restoration and Promotion of Equality and Justice in Africa.

The African Woman is the mother to all human beings in the world yet she is the
most scorned, abused, tortured, disrespected, exploited, oppressed, suppressed,
degraded among the different unspeakable words that can be used to describe
an African girl child and woman. Slavery and Slave Trade still exist to date,
between families, selling African children into child marriages for wealth.
a.

We seek to outlaw bride price, dowry and any other practices that imply sale
or exchange of women into marriage. Marriage will be a personal choice and
decision between agreeing parties.

b.

We shall establish a Social Welfare system to support children, extremely
poor families, broken down homes, the sick, poor, elderly and disabled;
promoting their wellbeing, basic human rights and safeguarding them from
neglect and abuse.

c.

We shall promote women’s rights and equality in their homes, their maternal
rights, outlawing all oppressive and discriminative laws and cultural practice
that subjects women and children to oppression and suppression.

6.

International Integration:
To achieve all our aspirations and inspirations here in mentioned, we shall
work within and with established international laws, agencies, countries and
individuals in the diaspora.
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